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Extension to the Kamstrup energy meter

The smart-me module integrates the Kamstrup energy meter
into the smart-me cloud. No additional hardware is needed.
The module uses the existing Wi-Fi network and connects
directly with the smart-me cloud. This is the easiest option
to analyse and optimise the consumption of energy with the
help of a smartphone, a tablet or a computer in real time.
Functions:
··

Real time visualisation of electricity consumption, accumulated meter reading
(purchase and supply), various electricity rates, voltage and current trough
the web login and in the app

··

Automatic storage of meter readings in the cloud

··

Storage and automatic synchronisation of measurement data in case of
connection failures to the cloud

··

Encrypted Wi-Fi connection directly to the smart-me cloud

··

The smart-me cloud enables extensive energy data management,
automatic invoicing, remote controlling and alarms

··

Easy installation using the free smart-me app available for Android and iOS

Technical data
Operating voltage
Temperature range
Interface
Wi-Fi standard
Wi-Fi security standard
Data storage

4.5 V, 70 mA
Firmware update
(provided by the energy meter) Product certification
−40–70 °C
Supported meters
Wi-Fi
802.11 b/g/n
Size
WEP, WPA, WPA2 (personal)
Weight
2 months
Installation

Ordering information
smart-me
Kamstrup module

162092

Available online
CE
Kampstrup Omnipower,
Omnipower CT 382M, 351C
66 × 17 × 49 mm
37 g
Insertion in Kamstrup meter

Energie Monitoring Cloud Service
Real time monitoring for electricity, heat, gas, water, temperature and more…

The smar t-me cloud is the most advanced and simplest
monitoring solution which provides the collec tion and
visualisation of measurement data for electricity, heat,
gas or water. Connected devices are easily controllable
and analysable via a smar tphone, a tablet or a computer.
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The smart-me technology supports over 1000 meter types,
all of which can be incorporated into the smart-me cloud.
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